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  XPrivacy Policy
The cookies we use are important for the good operation of site but also to improve your online experience. If you agree with them and select "Accept" and continue. You can change your preferences at any time from "Cookie Settings". Privacy PolicyCookies SettingsRejectAccept

Cookies Settings



Close
Cookie Settings
When you visit a website, it may store or retrieve information in your browser, primarily in the form of cookies. This information may be about you, your preferences, your device, or used to make the site work as you expect it to.

The information usually does not locate you directly, but it can give you a more personalized web experience. You can choose not to allow certain types of cookies. Click on the different category headings to learn more and change the default settings.

However, be aware that blocking certain types of cookies may affect your experience on the website and the services we may offer as certain features may no longer be available.


For information about deleting cookies, consult the help function of the browser.






Necessary                            

 Necessary 


Always Enabled                                
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Analytics" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to store the user consent for cookies in the category "Others".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	viewed_cookie_policy	1 year	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to store whether or not the user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.







Functional                            

functional

These cookies allow for enhanced functionality and personalization, such as video and live chat. They may be designated by us or by third party providers whose services have been added to our pages. If you do not allow these cookies, then some or all of these features may not work properly. eg YouTube video's, social media settings.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_icl_visitor_lang_js	1 day	This cookie is stored by WPML WordPress plugin. The purpose of the cookie is to store the redirected language.
	mailchimp_landing_site	1 month	The cookie is set by MailChimp to record which page the user first visited.
	wpml_browser_redirect_test	session	This cookie is set by WPML WordPress plugin and is used to test if cookies are enabled on the browser.







Analytics                            

analytics

Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	session	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_DLVB20KPQ7	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_UA-113782148-1	session	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	session	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.







Others                            

others

Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_lscache_vary	2 days	No description available.
	cookies.js	session	No description available.
	woocommerce_recently_viewed	session	Description unavailable.
	wp-wpml_current_language	session	No description available.







Advertisement                            

advertisement

Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements to users by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
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